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ABSTRACT 

In the modern world, with the ever-increasing demand of 

internet, the role of Cryptography becomes vital. We use e- 

commerce (business to consumer or consumer to business), 

financial transactions and various mails and chat services over 

internet on laptops and mobile phones. Recently famous 

dating site Ashley Madison was hacked and hackers published 

that data including credit card details (July-August 2015). The 

management put 500000 $ reward for the information of 

hackers and the people of good social reputation committed 

suicide because of published data. Such kinds of events are 

very discouraging and restrict people in such a way so that 

they feel dubious to use financial transactions or chatting 

services specifically on ad-hoc networks. So cryptography has 

the responsibility to secure the transactions and various 

communication services. The responsibility increases 

manifold when the network is without infrastructure. So in 

this paper we present an authenticated key agreement 

protocols for MANETs which provides authentication as a 

cryptographic goal and avoids MITM (Man in the middle 

attack), DoS (Denial of service) etc using commitment 

scheme. With our proposed protocol, we wanted to achieve 

the security level equivalent to one time pad along with the 

ease of symmetric key management which involves no 

exponent calculations to save computational overheads. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Need of strong security: Now days Hacktivism is in full 

swing. We need to rebuild the trust from the events like 

cracking of thousands of Ashley Madison passwords. The 

disclosed list by the hackers said that thousands of users use 

“123456” as their passwords and so many used “password” as 

their password. The disclosed list of using common password 

is even bigger. The company founded in 2002 with the 
appealing logo that “Life is short. Have an affair” was so 

lucrative and world’s largest online social networking 

community of specific kind which serves people who are in 

relationship but wants to date. One can imagine the chaos by 

the fact that the CEO Noel Biderman steps down and many 

suicides are also linked to Ashley Madison leak. Texas police 

chief committed suicide in relation with Ashley Madison 

scandal as his email conversations has been leaked and the 

investigations are still on [1]. The reason of mentioning this is 

that people see these events as a security or cryptographic 

failure. It has long term social and economical impacts and as 

a result people hesitate in wireless transactions over ad-hoc 

connections where security is vital [2][3][4][5][6]. 

Commitment scheme: The term commitment is very 

important and specifically when it is used in development of a 

cryptographic protocol [7]. Making a commitment clearly 

means that a participating entity in a protocol is capable 

enough to select a value from a set or from a bit stream and 

commit to his choice so that it cannot change its commitment 

later on. This is similar to a scenario where there is a game for 

saddle point i.e. value of the game between two entities sender 

and receiver [5][8]. Sender wants to commit a bit   from the 

bit stream. Now Sender writes   on a paper, keeps that paper 

in a box and locks it with some unique mechanism say xoring 

of bits. Now Sender gives that box to receiver. Now here the 

strength of commitment is very useful; Sender can’t alter its 

choice but has the freedom to reveal that choice at any time. A 

commitment scheme has two essential properties binding and 

revealing. In the above situation putting the paper in a box is 

binding and ability to disclose it anytime is revealing. Here 

we believe that in honest execution in an ideal commitment 

scheme, the receiver always accepts what a sender sends to it. 

MANET characteristics and applications: Here it is of apex 

importance to describe MANETs because our target is to 

develop cryptographic protocol for it and an authenticated key 

agreement protocol must match with the inheriting qualities of 

MANETs [9][10][11][12][13][14][15]. Mobile Ad-hoc 

networks (MANETs) are fully distributive, infrastructure less 

dynamic network and have wireless mobile entities that 

transfer and share data with each other. MANETs do not have 

any fixed infrastructure and it is the salient feature which 

makes them very useful but at the same time making them 

vulnerable to various security attacks. Each entity in MANET 

has a wireless interface to communicate with another entity 

[16][17]. 

 
 

Figure-1: - Representing a MANET with five entities 

Figure one represents a simple MANET with five working 

nodes or entities. Entity- 1 and entity -3 are not within range 

of each other but here entity-2 acts as an intermediate node 

and can be used to send packets between entity- 1 and entity-

3.Similarly entity-3 and entity-5 are not directly within range 

of each other so entity-4 is working as an intermediate node. 

So entity- 2 and entity-4 acts as a router and all these five 

entities creates a MANET. It is important to discuss MANET 

characteristics which are as follows [18][19][20][21]: 

Mobile entities without existing infrastructure: MANETs 

work without any pre defined infrastructure and there is no 

concept of centralized network operation and that means the 
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control is distributed among MANET entities. All the entities 

are supposed to take part and cooperate in the communication 

process. Since entities are mobile, they are free to move 

randomly so the network topology may change unpredictably. 

The MANET entities dynamically establish routing among 

themselves as they move around a range. 

Multi hop routing between independent entities: As describe 

in the above figure-1, when a MANET entity wants to 

communicate with another entity which is not in its 

communication range directly then the communication occurs 

via intermediate entities. In MANET, each mobile entity is an 

independent entity which can function as a host and a router 

but at the same time dynamic topology membership may 

disturb the trust relationship among nodes. The trust among 

nodes would be disturbed if some nodes are detected as 

compromised or malicious. 

Limited computational strength and open communication 

medium: While developing a cryptographic protocol for 

MANETs, one must keep in mind that entities have low 

power mobile CPUs with comparatively small memory. The 

wireless communication channel is open for all entities 

without any restriction. These wireless links have far lower 

capacity than well defined infrastructure networks. 

Hidden terminal problem: It’s an important issue because an 

entity may act as an intermediate one because two 

communicating nodes may not be in direct transmission 

range. So an entity may suffer with collision of data packets 

and that is always a hidden obstacle. This may leads to high 

transmission error. Apart from that, entities are mobile so 

there is always a chance of path breaks. 

Computational resources: Mobile devices in networks have 

battery limitations. CPU processes always consume battery so 

a protocol for MANET must look after these issues by 

providing no exponent calculations and saving computational 

resources. 

Security threats: Security is always been a challenging issue. 

There are multiple security issues. For example there is an 

involvement of intermediate nodes and there is an absence of 

centralized network. A MANET protocol must overcome 

these obstacles. An entity in MANET is free to join and leave 

at any time. So it’s easy for an entity to behave in a selfish 

way. If an entity behaves maliciously then there is no 

mechanism to detect this hazardous situation that means lack 

of centralized control makes detection difficult in large size 

MANETs. One can develop routing algorithms and protocols 

in such a way so that entities are always cooperative and do 

not behave maliciously. It indicates that a dishonest entity can 

become an intermediate routing entity and the security will be 

in trouble. The network does not verify an entity’s ID when it 

wants to join. So authentication is mandatory in a session 

cryptographic protocol and some mechanism to avoid any 

malicious (intruder) behavior [22][23].Some of the very 

important applications include [24][25][26][27]: 

Military battlefield: Ad-Hoc networking will allow the 

military to be benefited of commonplace network technology 

to maintain a communication network among the soldiers, 

vehicles, and military information control base and various 

command posts. 

 

 

Figure-2: Representing a MANET in army battlefield 

Local collaborative work: MANETs can set up an immediate 

sharing network to share data between entities. It is useful in 

conferences, lecture halls and in any premises or in domestic 

level where entities (residents) in an apartment share 

information with each other [28][29]. 

Emergency situation: MANETs are very useful for disaster 

situations and in crisis management like in earthquake where 

immediate communication between entities (rescue teams) is 

desired and no pre defined infrastructure is available. One can 

imagine the usefulness of MANETs by the fact that successful 

transmission via MANET can save many lives in a disastrous 

situation. So a MANET protocol is successful if it is reliable 

and has feature of authentication [30][31][32]. 

MANET security goals through cryptography: Developing a 

protocol for MANET would be successful only when it 

achieves important cryptographic goals and they are as 

follows [33][34][35][36][37]: 

Confidentiality: It means to keep the content of information 

only for the authorized user means secrecy of the transmitted 

data. 

Data Integrity: It deals with any unauthorized alteration of 

data. To achieve data integrity one must have a clear cut 

mechanism to detect and recognize any unauthorized access. 

Authentication: It means both the parties involved in 

communication must find each other. There are various ways 

to achieve authentication. Authentication can also be 

subdivided into entity authentication and data origin 

authentication. 

Non-repudiation: It makes sure that an entity cannot deny 

previous commitments. For example in a mutual 

communication process an entity should not be in the position 

to deny that it had agreed on a purchase of five thousand 

dollars. 

2. PROPOSED PROTOCOL 
There are two MANET entities sender (transmitter) and 

receiver. Sender generates random     which is the time 

stamp. In various situations there is an essence to verify the 

dates of creation of documents, like in a legal registered will, 

it is essential to check the date of creation. Similar 

requirement occurs when we develop cryptographic protocols 

for authentication [38].  Time stamping in protocols enhances 

the level of security. Timestamp is mandatory when we create 

signed documents or session protocols for wide distribution or 
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for long term storage purposes. Here we are assuming that for 

intermediate key distribution a trusted third party i.e. a CA 

(certificate authority) is used. Since we want to develop a 

strong protocol that means even if this intermediate key 

distribution is compromised then also it won’t affect our 

protocol. So we can say that the role of CA is very limited 

here. We are relying on the nature of the protocol and not on 

the CA which is a very important point. Sender has a 

          which may be a            or a           given 

to Sender is denoted by         . Sender selects a random 

string         . Now Sender develops a            
              .Similarly on the other side receiver 

generates random    which is the time stamp. Receiver has a 

          which may be a           or a           given 

to receiver is denoted by           . Receiver selects a 

random string          . Now Receiver develops a 

                             .Now Sender develops 

a commitment scheme pair 
                             in which   is the 

binding parameter and   is the revealing parameter. Now 

Sender sends   to Receiver. In reply of this, receiver sends his 

             to Sender. In reply Sender transmits the 

revealing parameter   to receiver. Now receiver is in the 

position to unlock the code send by sender. An ideal 

commitment scheme is perfectly binding and hiding. The 

sender has a private input that is          and some 

common inputs. The commitment step generates a joint output 

   which is the commitment on a particular value and a 

specific output     to open it. So       is the pair. It is 

assumed that in an honest execution, the receiver always 

accepts the incoming values from sender. 

Now Sender will calculate                               

And similarly Receiver performs                     

If the two strings match then the first level authentication is 

successful and sender and receiver will pass further 

parameters to each other and if there is a mismatch in two 

strings we say that authentication fails. 

Step-2: In the second step we have key agreement followed by 

bidirectional authentication means authentication for sender 

and receiver in such a way so that they check encryption 

algorithm also. Sender initiates the session that is sending 

              to receiver. Now in reply of that receiver 

selects key    and calculates              and then creates 

a challenge task i.e.                           
          and send it to sender i.e.                     . 

The sender generates a unique current value for verification.   

                                

                                 

Now sender sends its response i.e.             to receiver. 

Now receiver calculates 

                                

                           Checks whether        

This is called end of receiver authentication means at this 

stage receiver verifies the sender. Again receiver calculates 

                                             

                                       

Now receiver sends this to sender and sender calculates 

                                              

                                          

If       goes successful that means sender verifies the 

receiver. So we can say that the protocol gives bidirectional 

authentication. Now sender will calculate 

                                

Similarly receiver will calculate 

                                

So sender and receiver verified each other and agreed on a 

common secret key which is never transmitted anywhere. 

3. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS 
Strong resistance to MITM: This is the very unique feature of 

our proposed protocol [39]. If a hacker (an intermediate entity 

in the case of MANET) has full command over the wireless 

communication medium then also it would not be in the 

authoritarian position because of the nature of commitment 

scheme. Suppose an intermediate entity take the responsibility 

of protocol initialization as a hacker with receiver and 

pretends to be sender. Intermediate entity will send his 

commitment value    to receiver which is the commitment of 

calculating the random string i.e.   where          and 

                                 and send it to 

receiver. The receiver will send his code i.e.              to 

hacker. Now hacker modifies the incoming message from 

receiver and sends it to sender. In reply of that sender will 

send       pair in which   is the commitment value which 

reveals no information about            but committed to a 

particular value only. So apart from all hacking effort, when it 

comes to the authentication stage of a protocol which is 

nothing but the calculation of         and            , the two 

bit streams will not match. As a result sender and receiver do 

not communicate further and will not exchange further 

protocols parameters and saves their computational overhead 

and time. All the hacking efforts of hacker go in vain and the 

communication flow remains safe. 

 
Figure-3: Representing MITM link 
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No collision protocol: The commitment scheme       is an 

ideal commitment scheme and that is our basic assumption. It 

means that the commitment value   is unique for            

in such a way so that      is never possible until 

           is not known. The same security assumption we 

have for   also.  

Possibility of successful hacking effort (Initial Brute Force 

Attack): The single chance of Intermediate entity’s success is 

when Sender and hacker both generate a same random string 

(say K bits each). So the probability of success will be 

               .If we select      bits then             

     and that is equal to          .  Since             is 

negligible for    bit size then there is no question of 

discussing it and even bigger bit size will enhance the security 

level that in turn reduces the probability of success of 

intermediate entity. 

Denial of service attack: There is no chance of Denial of 

Service attack because our protocol has the special property of 

commitment scheme which has binding and hiding property. 

The sender can’t deny that it has not initiated the 

communication or can’t deny the previously made 

commitments. 

4. CONCLUSION 
MANETs are one of the most emerging areas. Now a days we 

chat, email and do a lot of financial transactions by our mobile 

phones [40]. MANETs are very lucrative because of its ease 

of use as they don’t have any fixed infrastructure. Our 

protocol is very easy to implement and it does not have any 

exponent calculation keeping the fact in mind that MANET 

entities are mobile with limited CPU strength. To achieve 

security strength of one time pad is really difficult and the 

protocol provides the same. 

5. FUTURE SCOPE 
The future scope of the protocol is very rich because it can be 

implemented in ad-hoc networks operating at various 

important situations like military battlefield or in specific 

customized services like electronic health record systems 

where authentication and key agreement plays vital role. The 

protocols provide simplicity with mathematical solidity so 

that they can be applied with other wireless communication 

scenarios like RIP (Routing information protocol) and OSPF 

(Open shortest path first) which are the examples of distance 

vector routing and link state routing respectively. 
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